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Introduction 

Justice execution is the subject which has occupied humans' minds from the 

beginning day of the human. The idea of corrections of criminals was first 

proposed by sages such as" Aflatun". Crime used to be counted as every action 

against the governing programs or even every action against common norms of the 

society, but today has been changed both from meaning and concept aspects and 

has evolved fundamentally. 

Offender is not a person who must be sought revenge for his wrong actions or 

norm breakings anymore, but it is attempted to have a pathological attention to 

his/her character in order to do treatments and corrections that will lead to 

corrections to the society. 

Penalties' personalization refers to recognition of real character of offenders by 

criminal judge and taking most appropriate judicial actions toward these social 

victims so that it would bring about their correction and return to their families and 

society. 

 

 

Research purposes 

The purpose of this research is to analyze old and modern methods of punitive 

instruments to encounter offences which have been experienced in western 

countries since a century ago and advantages and disadvantages of them are 

identified. 
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Corrected definition of offence (crime) 

According to sociologists, definition of offence refers to any action which is in 

contradiction to human profits of society whether stipulated in law or not (Baheri, 

Public penal law, publication of University of Tehran, First publish, 1968, volume 

1, page 125). 

From Islamic point of view, offence refers to doing any action or ignoring any 

action that can bring about damages to benefits of the human such as mundane, 

spiritually, heavenly, worldly. 

"Punishment is defined as punish and penalty which is imposed to the offender, the 

concept of suffer is integral to punishment and in fact, suffer is what makes 

punishment meaningful. 

Recognition of offender 

One of the main purposes of penalties' personalization is recognition of offender. 

Recognizing the offender which is of preceding procedures of personalizing 

penalties, is of paramount importance. Definitely until the offender is not 

recognized, other actions are fruitless. The judge of the case is going to recognize 

real character of offender by inquiry from various references and various experts' 

viewpoints such as medical, psychological and social assistance. 

Judicial personalization of penalties means that after composing character's case 

for the offender besides studying criminal case of the offender and viewpoints of 

experts of different fields and precisely recognizing the real character of the 

offender, the judge would determine penalties proportional to his/her character so 

that gives him/her the chance of making corrections and prevent him from 

repeating the offence again, although authority jurisdiction of judges, alters from 

one country to another. In judicial systems of countries of anglosaxon, such as 

American countries and some European ones, jurisdiction of judge in measuring 

criminal responsibility of the offender is absolute. However, in judicial systems of 

countries who have composed and written law, based on the authority which is 

defined by law, the judge can personalize penalties with regard to the articles of 

law, although the measure of these authorities differs from one country to another. 
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 In judicial system of our country prior to the revolution which is an excerpt of 

criminal law of France (1810), and was amended in European countries due to 

some happenings in the following years, judges can determine penalties 

proportional to the offender's characters with regard to situations which brought 

about their offences according to their wide range of authority. For instance in 

articles number 45 and 46 of criminal law of the year 1973, judges are allowed to 

mitigate penalties of the offender with regard to mitigating circumstances. Judge 

can also reprievehis sanctions according to offenders' criminal records and living 

conditions  and conditions that brought about perpetration of offence. 

The article number 21 of children's court, grants the authority to judges to revise 

the pronounced judgment to children in case needed. Although contents of articles 

mentioned in the articles (22-23-24 of penalty mitigation) of the article 37-20 of 

Islamic punishments law are highly emphasized, but unfortunately, ignorance of 

judges, authority restrictions of judges and improvements of other countries made 

us to make a research in this field. Now we consider motivation of judicially 

personalizing penalties and then we consider methods of personalizing penalties. 

 

Motivations of Judicially Personalizing Penalties 

A-Retribution 

The theory of retribution or punishment is attributed to the offence, and based on 

that offence, offender must be punished proportionally. 

Other three theories are concerned with punishments' outcomes which are all 

attempted to reach to external consequences such as; offence reduction in the 

future, so they are often construed as "Consequential" and "Utilitarian". 

B-Offence Compensation 

Based on this theory the offender must be forced to compensate his/her offence and 

by punishments he can be purified. The nature of compensation theory is that 

offender has become purified by taking of punishments so he/she owes nothing to 

society. 
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C-Justice Demand 

Executing justice by this method is a better way so that offenders reach to 

punishment they really deserve. 

Execution of punishments for justice execution is a denial of dangerous situation, 

repelling the corrupted ones, correcting and rehabilitating criminals and others and 

criminal laws are of the first laws of penal code. 

D-Prevention 

One of the other purposes of judicially personalizing penalties is prevention. 

Supporters of this theory believe that by judicially personalizing penalties, offender 

would prevent repeating offence due to feeling of being judged fairly, and if this 

feeling becomes prevalent in the society no one perpetrates offence and in 

consequence of society would face with reduction in offence perpetration. 

Discussion about types of preventions have been mentioned in purposes of 

punishments, but one of the outcomes of preventions is correcting the society 

which is going to be discussed. 

Methods of Personalizing Penalties 

A-Judicially personalizing penalties by stipulating mitigation of penalties 

Logical, Rational and Judicial bases of mitigation of penalties: 

It is not logical that people with different characters, instincts, tendencies and 

motivations would be punished the same in case of perpetrating a crime, regardless 

of reasons. Crime, is not an event which could be measured precisely by scale of 

justice, but the problem can be solved relatively by application of the theory of 

relativity in actions. Therefore, measuring the crime and its proportion to 

punishment in justice balance, is not out of logic and rationality. Various elements 

have to be taken into consideration until treatments and amendments work 

efficiently. 

-Substitutes for Imprisonment Penalties 

Substitutes for imprisonment generally refers to any kind of sanction that can be 

used to prevent imprisoning punishment or can be used to lessen its period. 
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In this concept, substitutes such as public utility tasks, home confinement, simple 

suspension and protective suspension are considered as substitutes for prison. 

therefore, by a conclusion we found a repeating crime prevention method from our 

religious thoughts. 

The attitude of Spika&Maloneh toward religion, emphasizes that religion 

continues by making impact on human's mind and thought. 

Albert believes that "faith" is a positive and strong mental movementtoward target. 

Billy & Peoples believe that: "societies need religion to keep people in the main 

way". 

Based on so many researches, family plays an important role in prevention of 

repeating the crime. Surely there are some offender members in families which 

children are delinquent. 

Absence of father or mother or both of them and factors such as poverty and 

unemployment are main reasons that can bring about criminal atmosphere in the 

families. Family is important both as internal and external factor of controlling.  

Conclusion 

one of the most important issues in criminal law is to determine relation between 

financial conditions and repeating of crime. Financial conditions of people have 

direct relation with perpetrating a crime and particularly repeating it. 

Dorkim believes that intense financial problems can bring about wide un-stability 

in the society and would result in change of renting fees of houses, increase of 

unemployment and ruin of the cities and etc. 
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